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School of Technology and Management 
Course Unit Syllabus  
 
Level of qualification:  
First cycle (EQF level 6) - Bachelor 
Study cycle:  
Computer Science 
 

Course Unit: 9119104 – Discrete Mathematics      

Year 1 Semester 1 ISCED Code: 0541 ECTS: 6.0 

 
Tipe of Course Unit: Compulsory 

 

 
Delivery Mode: Face-to-face 

 

 
Language of Instruction: Portuguese  

 

COURSE COORDINATOR: Maria Isabel Colaço 

HOURS OF WORK 

TOTAL 
HOURS 

Contact Hours 

Hours in 
autonomous 

work Theory 
Theory and 

practice  

Practical 
and 

laboratory 
work 

Field 
work 

Seminar 
Internsh

ip 
Tutorial 

guidance  
Other 

150       30 30                               90 

 
Prerequisites (if applicable): n/a 
 

LEARNING OUTCOMES (knowledge, skills and competence) 

At the end of the unit the student should know some notions and facts about sets and numbers in general and be able to express 
these ideas in a rigorous mathematical language, but more importantly, the student should understand the arguments used in the 
proof of a theorem, distinguishing the various techniques of proof. The student should also recognize the relevance of the 
studied subjects for computer science.    

CONTENTS 

1- An introdution to logic   

Propositions; Propositional formulas and truth tables; Tautologies; Basic logical equivalences; Predicates and quantifiers; Valid 
arguments; Mathematical proofs.  

2- Sets and relations   

Sets; The inclusion relation; The algebra of a power set; Cartesian products.  

Relations; Equivalence relations; Partial orders; Functions.  

Equipotent sets; Countable and uncountable sets. 

3- Elementar number theory  

Integers; The well-ordering principle; Divison theorem; Divisibility of integers; Extended Euclidean algorithm; Prime numbers. 
Fundamental theorem of arithmetic.  

Modular arithmetic; Inverses; The Euler phi function; Modular exponentation; Little Fermat theorem.  

4-Induction and recursion   

Natural numbers; Principle of mathematical induction; Proofs by induction; Recursive definitions; The sigma notation for sums; 
Linear recurrence equations with constant coefficients. 

 

DEMONSTRATION OF THE CONTENTS COHERENCE WITH THE COURSE UNIT’S LEARNING OUTCOMES 

First we study the formal methods of proposition calculus to have a deeper insight of other aspects of Logic like inference and 
proofs. We highlight the axiomatic nature of the theories presented particulary of the natural and integers numbers. In this unit 
we begin the study off modular arithmetics, which are the algebraic structures that are in the base of the most used algorithms in 
Computer Security, area where this Institute offers a Master degree course.      
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TEACHING METHODOLOGIES 

In general the theoretical contents will be presented in an expository form. Some problems of the practice sheets will be solved 
under the orientation of the teacher who will suggest some other problems for the student to solve in an autonomous way. It may 
also take place a computational exploration of some themes.   

DEMONSTRATION OF THE COHERENCE BETWEEN THE TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND THE LEARNING 
OUTCOMES 

Whenever possible, in the theoretical components of the classes we will make up a progressive abstraction of the mathematical 
notions and facts from the analysis of particular situations. The problems of the practical sheets will be chosen so that students 
gradually acquire mastery of the themes and become independent to research other results in the same area. 

EVALUATION METHODS 

Written tests or exams. 

MAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Discrete Mathematics and its Applications: Kenneth Rosen; McGraw-Hill Education, 2012 

Discrete Mathematics with graph theory: Edgar Goodaire, Michael Parmenter, Pearson Prentice Hall, 2006 

Language proof and logic: Dave Barker-Plummer, Jon Barwise, John Etchemendy; CSLI Publications, 2011            
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